CONFIGIT AUTOMATES
CONSOLIDATION PROCESS

Configit delivers CPQ and product configuration software solutions. The company was established based on ground breaking research
results from top Danish universities in 2000,
and they now have offices all over the world.

Configit replaced Excel with Konsolidator in the Fall of 2016. Shortly after, they could
automatically reconcile the financial year of 2015. They are satisfied that their new method of handling financial consolidation is consistent and well documented.

A NEW SYSTEM

Configit was faced with the task of creating a new
consolidation system in Excel, since the current
one did not work. Anders Tang Christensen, CFO
of Configit, had heard about Konsolidator from an
acquaintance. He was aware that Konsolidator
was a new company, but if Configit could achieve
an automated consolidation process with an audit
trail and without the risks that come with Excel,
Anders would be pleased. Since Konsolidator did
not require a heavy implementation process or a
start-up fee, Anders decided to try it.
One of Konsolidator’s employees scheduled the
implementation process together with Configit,
and a few weeks later they could handle the consolidation without assistance. “Jack did a terrific
job helping us to get up and running and ensured
that it was successful,” says Anders Tang Christensen. Konsolidator has worked impeccably for
Configit ever since.
Anders was contacted by Konsolidator’s support
department one evening during the start-up phase
due to an isolated incident of downtime. The

pro-activeness of Konsolidator’s team meant that
Anders could continue with his work the following
morning.

A WELL DOCUMENTED AND
CONSISTENT SOLUTION THAT
SIMPLY WORKS
One of the greatest advantages, according to Anders, is that Konsolidator delivers on its promises
and is a reliable consolidation tool. Configit are
happy that they now have a consistent way to
work. Everything is well documented, and Konsolidator automatically completes elimination movements and post-entries, making the job easy.
Configit’s firm of auditors have also confirmed
that the new way of handling financial consolidation works well.
Anders is looking forward to trying the new modules that are continually added to the solution
and are available to all of Konsolidator’s users. He
particularly expectsto make considerable use of
the Konnect-module, which is Konsolidator’s new
Excel add-on.
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